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It is easy to find a three-dimensional space such that the set-valued 
metric projection onto a linear subspace fails to be lower semicontinuous. 
There are many papers on the lower semicontinuity of set-valued metric 
projections (e.g., [4, 5, 131). Conditions which guarantee the Lipschitz con- 
tinuity of single-valued metric projections are formulated, for example, in 
12, 121. The relative openness of affine maps on convex sets has been 
treated as well (see, e.g., 13. 7. 15, 17, 18]), but so far no one has pointed 
out its relation to the problems mentioned above. 
In this paper we prove that for any proximinal linear subspace M of a 
normed linear space X the metric projection of .Y onto M is lower semicon- 
tinuous if and only if the quotient map .Y + x/M is relatively open on the 
closed unit ball of X. A similar assertion concerning the pointwise Lipschitz 
continuity of metric projections is stated as well. The results are used to 
discuss continuity of some metric projections in both sequence and 
function spaces. 
If not stated otherwise our notation and terminology are those of 181. 
By co, I,, and I, we mean the sequence spaces (,()( f ), /,( I’), and I, (r), 
respectively, with r consisting of the positive integers. Let X be a real nor- 
med linear space, M be a closed linear subspace, and A a subset of X. A 
mapping Q from X into another normed linear space is said to be relatively 
open on 4 at XE A if for any neighbourhood V of x in ,4, Q( C’) is a 
neigbourhood of Q(X) in Q(4 ). Further, Q is said to be relatively open on 
A if it is relatively open on A at any .Y E 4. For any i: > 0 and s E A, the set 
{UEA: I~U-.Yy/~ <c) will be called E-neighbourhood of .Y in A. The set- 
valued metric projection P,, of x’ onto M is defined by 
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The set {xEE: OE P$,(.u)) will be denoted by PL,‘(0). The set M is said to 
be proximinal if P,w(.u) # @ for any x E A’; M is said to be CebySev ;if P,, is 
a single-valued mapping defined on X. The projection P,, is said to be 
lower semicontinuous (1s~) at .I,, E A’ if for any open set G c X with 
P,\,(s,) n G # @ the set [.Y E X: P,,(.Y) n G # iz,) is a neighbourhood of z. 
in A’. The projection P, is said to be Isc if it is Isc at any point of X. 
We start with a definition and a plain remark. 
( 1 ) DEFINITION. We shall say that P,,, is pointwise Lipschitz Isc at .Y(~ if
there is a constant K such that for any SEX and any rn,~ P,‘w(.~o) there 
exists m E P,,,(X) such that 11 IYZ -m,, 11 d K l/x - .qI 11. We shall say that P,,, is 
pointwise Lipschitz lsc if it is such at any x,, E A’. 
(2) REMARK. Let M be a proximinal linear subspace of a normed linear 
space X. To show that P, is lsc or pointwise Lipschitz lsc, it suffices to 
verify that P,+, has that property on the norm one elements of P,,‘(O). Let 
us take .yg E A4 at first. Then P,,(.u,,) = ( .yg) and for any HI E P,,,(s), .r E X. 
we have 
Particularly, P $, is pointwise Lipschitz lsc at so. Further, let .Y(, E X and 
n7,, E&,(X,,) be arbitrary. Then so- nz,, is an element of P,‘(10) and 
P,(.Y - mo) = {m ~ m,: 111 E P,,,(x)) for any s E A’. Finally. P, is positively 
homogeneous. The main result is 
(3) THEOREM. Let X hc u normed linear space, M u proximinal linear 
.suhspuce of X, Q:X + X/M the quotient mup, U the closed unit hull of’X. und 
s,, E P,$, ‘(0) u point of’norm onr. We dejine V = (.Y(, - m: m E P&,(x,,) 1~. Then 
P L, is Isc ut xc, [f’ and onljs if’ Q is reluticel~~ open on Ci ut un)! point of‘ V. 
Moreowr, the ,fiAlo~~?ng t,tw conditions arc eyuitwlent: 
(i) P,, is point\ttiw Lipschit: l.sc ut x,) (we Definition (1 )); 
(ii ) thew exists c’ > 0 such that ,/or an>’ .Y E V und un~s c E (0, 21, Q 
mups thtj c-nriKlzhourhootl of’ .Y in 0 at least onto the cx-neighhourhood c?f 
Q(x) in Q(U). 
(4) COROLLARY. Let X, M, Q, und 0’ he us in (3). Then P t, is 1s~ if and 
onI!! lf Q is rrlutirrl>~ open on U. Suppose in uddition thut M is i’eb!l,Sez’. 
Then P ,, is point~r*ise Lipschit: continuous if und only [ff.f;)r an!> x E #LI there 
i.v c > 0 .such thut ,fkw un?’ i: E (0, 21. Q mups the t:-neighbourhood of-u in 15: ut 
ku.vt onto the c,i:-ncli~hbourhootl of Q( .u) in Q( U). 
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Proof of (3). Let m,, E P,v(.x,,) and 0 < 6 6 t: 6 2 be such that if s E X 
and 11 .Y -,x0 I/ < 6, then there exists m E PM(x) with II m ~ m. 11 < F. We show 
that Q maps the Ze-neighbourhood of .yg -M(, in U at least onto the 6- 
neighbourhood of Q(x,,) in Q(U). 
Take an arbitrary J’E Q(U) with 11 r - Q(x,) 11 < 6. As Q is quotient map, 
there exists x E Q ‘(I,), 11 x - .xg I/ < 6. As assumed, we can choose 
m E P,,(s). II ?I?- m,, 11 < 2:. Since m is best approximation of x in M, 
11 x - m I! = I/ Q(I) lj d 1, hence x ~ IYI is an inverse image of J in Ii. Finally, 
11 (s - m) - (xu ~ mo) 11 6 /I x ~ x,, 11 + 11 m - m, 11 < 2~. 
Thus we have proved that if P,, is lsc at +, then Q is relatively open on 
li at any point of V. Moreover, the implication (i) * (ii) follows from this 
since we can put c = (2K) ‘, where K 3 I is a constant as in (1). 
To prove the inverse implication let m, E P,(x,,), E E (0, 21, and 
6 E (0. 1/2c] be such that Q maps the c-neighbourhood of x0-m, in U at 
least onto the 26-neighbourhood of Q(x,,) in Q(U). Let x E X be such that 
11 s - sg I/ < 6. We will find m E P,&Y) with 11 m -m, I/ < 2~. We put 
Q(x,) = r(,, Q(X) = J’, and I/ .r I! = 2. There is 0 E P,,(.u,,), hence I/.Y~~ I/ = 1. Of 
course. !I). -J’,, 11 < 6, whence I !I - 1 / < 8 (and particulary r # 0 since 6 6 I ), 
Define .I’, = r ‘J.. Then /I ~3, ~ .I’(~ II d Ii J’, ~ j’ 11 + 11 I’ - ~~11 < 26, hence we can 
choose s, EQ ‘(y,)nU such that 11 s1 - (.Y~, -m,,) /I < F. Setting 
IYI = .Y - SI.Y, we claim that m is a desired element, 
First Q(nz) =r - XJ’, = 0, whence m E M. Further, m E PM(x) for 
ll.K-ml/ =a/ls, 11 <a= 11 Q(.v)il. Finally. we can write m-mm,,= 
(x - x1.0) + (xc1 - .Y, ~ mo) + (x, - ax, ). hence I/ m ~ m,, /I < 6 + E + 6 6 2~. 
Thus we have proved that if Q is relatively open on U at any point of C’ 
then P,, is lsc at sg. 
Suppose further that the condition (ii) is fulfilled with a certain constant 
c < 1. Let x E X be such that 0 < 11 Y - .yg I/ 6 2/3c. Put c = 3c I I/ x - xg I/ 
and 6 = 1!2cc. Then /I .Y - .vg 11 < b and applying the fact just proved we 
obtain dist( P,u(.x), m,,) < 6c ‘11 I - -yO 11. Now let .YE X be such that 
11 .Y - x,, 11 > 2j3c and m E P,w(x) be arbitrary. Since I/m - x 11 = II Q(x) // 6 
I/.~11 6 1 + ~/-v-.Y~II and llm,,-s,,lI 6 //.xoll = 1, we get /jm-m,,I/ <2+ 
211x-.K,,// <(3c ’ +2) Il.K-s(,Il which completes the proof of the 
implication (ii) = (i). 
Proqf’of (4). We show that Q is relatively open on U at any x E U such 
that either 1j.y 11 < I or O$ P,,(x). If x is such a point, then the norm of 
V= Q(X) is less than one. Choose UE Q I(,).), llul/ < 1 - 3c with some 
c>O. For any EE(O,~] define v=u(E)=x+ l/3e(u-x). Then 
IIc-.xll <2,/3~ and /lc’Il ~(1 - 1/3c) I/III + 1/3c~~ul~ < 1 -u:. Hence the E- 
neighbourhood of x in U contains the cr:-neighbourhood of c in X which is 
carried by Q onto the cc-neighbourhood of J in X/M. The rest of the proof 
follows from Theorem (3) and Remark (2). 
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It is not difficult to show that if li is a finite-dimensional polyhedron 
then any affine map on U is relatively open on U. To generalize this fact we 
introduce 
(5) DEFINITION. Let U be the closed unit ball of a normed linear space 
X and 24 E U be an arbitrary point of norm one. 
(i) We shall say that U is polyhedral (( PH) in short) at u if there 
exists 6 >O and a finite set Fc X*, iifi~ =.f‘(u) = 1 for ,f’~ F, such that 
whenever x E X, I/ x - u 11 < 6 and f‘(~) < I for all ,f‘ E F, then I E I/. We shall 
say that X is a (PH)-space if U is (PH) at any point of norm one. 
(ii) We shall say that U is quasi-polyhedral ((QP) in short) at u with 
6 (6 > 0) if any point of the &neighbourhood of u in U belongs to a line 
segment [u, X] of length at least 6 with some XE U. When it is not 
necessary to point out the value of 6, we shall say just that U is (QP) at 24. 
It can be easily seen that X is a (QP)-space in the sense of [ I] if and only 
if 0’ is (QP) at any u E in’ of norm one. 
Clearly, if the closed unit ball U of a normed linear space X is (PI-I) at a 
point U, then it is (QP) at u (with the same constant 6 as in (5) (i)), whence 
u is not a cluster point of extreme points of U. Consequently, a finite- 
dimensional space X is a (PH )-space if and only if U is a polyhedron (i.e., 
the set of extreme points of C’ is finite). 
For any set I-# a, the sequence space c,,(T) is a (PH)-space (notice that 
for any UECJ~) with I(~11 = 1 one can take 6 = 1 -sup{1 ~1: ;‘E f, 
1 ui. 1 < 1 } ). The product of a family { X, ) .~ t r of ( PH )-spaces in the sense of 
r,(T) is a (PH)-space. Clearly, any linear subspace of a (PH)-space is again 
a (PH)-space. 
The space cc, with the modified norm 11 (x,,) 11 = 1 .Y, / + sup{ 1 Y,, j: n > 1 1 is 
an example of a (QP)-space which is not a (PH )-space. 
We proceed with a fact that can be seen forthwith. 
(6) Remark. Let A4 be a closed linear subspace of a normed linear 
space X, L; the closed unit ball of X, and Q: X+ X/M the quotient map. 
Then M is proximinal if and only if Q(U) is closed (i.e., for any JS E X/M of 
norm one there is at least one element .YE Q ‘(J) of the same norm). 
Further, M is CebySev if and only if for any J E X/M of norm one !there is 
exactly one inverse image of the same norm. 
The idea of the fist part of the following lemma comes from [ 1711. 
(7) LEMMA. Let X, M, Q, and U hc us in Theorem (3 ), W = Q( U), ~3 E W 
.sati.~/j~ ;jyll = 1, uncl V= c,‘nQ ‘(J*). 
(i) [f’ W is (QP) ut ~9 lz,ith somt’ 6 > 0, then ,for uny c E (0, 21 and 
.I E V, Q mups the ~:-nrighhourhood of’ I in c’ at lrust onto the 1,‘2&:- 
tici~/ihourlioorli of’j’ in W. 
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Proof: Notice that I&’ is closed by (6). To prove (i) let I’ be an arbitrary 
point of W: we shall find a II E c’n Q ‘(I’) within the distance 2~? “1 I‘ -j’ i 
from X. Since W is (QP) at ~3 with 6, there is ~7 E W with ~1 )i’- ~1 I/> 6 such 
that I’ = j‘ + t( 11’ -1%) with t E [0, I 1. Note that I < ii ’ 11 I‘~ J’ Ii. NOW choose 
an arbitrary inverse image .U of H’ in li and put II = .X + I(.? - x). 
To prove (ii) suppose that ci is (QP) at some XYE V with a 6 > 0 and that 
Q maps the 1:‘2&neighbourhood of x in U at least onto the C- 
neighbourhood of J’ in W for some x > 0. Then any element L’, E W with 
0 < ~1 L’, -J 11 < i: is the midpoint of a nontrivial linear segment [x, l>J for 
some r2 E W. If 11 I’? ~ J* II < i:, we can proceed analogously until /I c,, -J’ il 3 K 
with I’,, E W, where 1’) = l/2( ~3 + I’, , , ) for i = 1. 2 .___, n -~ 1. 
The following elementary lemma will be used later. 
Proof: Observe at first that Q is relatively open on H, =,f’ ‘(0) for any 
f’~ F. To see this. denote Z = Q(H, ) and consider the case Z # Y at first. 
Then Q ‘(Y) c H, for any : E Z and the assertion is trivial. Now, suppose 
that Z = Y. Let .x, ~,f’ ‘( 1) be arbitrary and .Y,)E H, be such that 
Q(x,,) = Q(s, ). Since for any .Y E X the point .r +,f(.r) (.K,) - .Y, ) is an inverse 
image of Q(.u) in H, of norm ( I + I/ /‘I~ 11 x(, - .Y, 11 ) jl s !/ at most, it is enough 
to use the openness of Q on A’. 
Further, let J’ E Q(H) be close enough to 0. There exists A- E Q ‘( y) close 
to 0 in X. Suppose that .Y 4 H. We choose some .? E Q ‘(J’) n H and define 
.s=sup;t:.\-+t(.\. --.C)EH) an d xc, = i + .s( .K ~ i ). 
Then Q(.y(,) = ~3 and so E H n H, for some ,f’ E F. We proceed by induction 
on the cardinality of F. If F= (,f’), then H, c H and we can use the relative 
openness of Q on H, to find an inverse image of J‘ = Q(x,) E Q(H,) close to 
0 in H. Let card F > I, Considering the restrictions of Q on H, (f’~ F) we 
can suppose the induction hypothesis: for any,fE F, Q is relatively open on 
H, n H at 0. Then the relative openness of Q on H at 0 follows immediately 
from the arguments mentioned above and from the induction hypothesis 
since we have proved in fact that for any J’ E Q(H) either Q ‘(J) c H or 
.I’ E Q( H n H, ) for some f‘ E L: 
(9) THEOREM. Lcl M be u prositninul linrur .~uh.spu~x~ of’u normrd linear 
spuv X und .Y(, E P,$, ‘(0) u point of’ norm one .such that the closed unit hull of 
X is (PH) ut .Y,,. Then P ,,, i.s point~visc Lipschitr 1s~ ut .co. 
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( 10) COROLLARY. Let A’ hcl u lincur suhspu’e of co and M he u 
pro.Yiminul linear suhspaw of‘ X. Then the metric projection of’ X onto M is 
pointwise Lipschit: 1s~. 
Proof‘of’(9). Let U and Q be as in Theorem (3). Since c’is (PH) at so, 
there exists a 6 > 0 and a finite set Fc X*, l/fIl =f‘(.~,,) = 1 for /‘E F, such 
that the &neighbourhood of .Y~ in the set E= (.Y ~‘X:,f’(.y) < 1 for a1lf.E F) 
coincides with the fi-neighbourhood of so in CT. Applying Lemma (8) with 
H=(.u-.u,:.u~El we obtain that for any c;~(O,h), Q maps the C- 
neighbourhood of .Y” in U onto a neighbourhood of Q(s,,) in Q(E):1 Q( Cr); 
hence Q(U) is (QP) at Q(xO) by Lemma (7) (ii), thus P,, is pointwise 
Lipschitz lsc at .Y,) by Lemma (7) (i) and Theorem (3). 
Next we shall deal with subspaces of I,( I’) or I, (r) of a finite codimen- 
sion. Let M be a closed linear subspace of a finite codimension m in I,, for 
example. Then M is the set of all sequences (u,,) E I, such that 
-&4):).Y,,=o (i= I,..., m), 
where 0:’ are suitable constants. Let li denote the closed unit ball of I, 
and let Q: I, +1,/M be the quotient map. Then the set Q( (I) can be 
identified with the set WC R’“, W= (x,z.~,,h,,: x:,, Is,,1 < 1 i, where 
h,, = (a! 1, ujy ,...) II’ I’) for any II. Using induction on m, it can be proved ,; 
that W coincides with the convex hull of vectors k h,,, whence the set Q(U) 
is easy to represent. In the following Theorem the set Q(u) is used to 
characterize the lower semicontinuity of P,, in such a case. 
( 1 1 ) THEOREM. Let r# @Y he un urhitrq~ .set und .~uppo.rr thut one of’ 
the ,fbllowing cases occurs: 
(i ) X = I, (IJ and M is a pro.~iminul lineur .suhspuc~ of’ X of’ finite 
r~odimension; 
(ii ) X = I, (I‘) and M is N N.* - closed lincwr .suh.spuc~e of X of’finitc 
c~~dimension. 
Let Q: X + X/M he the quotient mup and let I: he the closrd unit hull of’ 
X. Then P,, is lx fund only if‘ Q( U) is II polyhedron (i.e., the set of extreme 
points of Q(U) is ,finitr). Further, if P,,, is Ix ut some’ YE X then P,, is 
point,ri.vr Lipschitz Isc ut s. 
We start the proof with a lemma that will be useful later as well. 
( 12) LEMMA (cf. [9, Lemma 1 I). Let X, M, Q, und U he us in (11). 
Then utl)’ r~rtrrmr point of thr set Q(U) is the imugr of un r.utreme point of 
c:. 
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Proofs In the case (11) (ii) the statement follows immediately from the 
assertion (3) of 19, Lemma 11. However. in the case (11) (i) the subspace 
A4 is not admissibly compact in the sense of [9] in general (M is not 
11’ * -closed in general); nevertheless, the arguments needed for the proof 
still work since the space X= r,(f) has the so called KreinMilman 
property (see, e.g., [ 111) i.e., any bounded closed convex nonempty subset 
of X has at least one extreme point. 
Indeed, let z be an extreme point of Q( C:), c be an extreme point of the 
set V= Q ‘(:)n U, and suppose that V= l/2(0, +v?) for some c,, L’~ E C’. 
Then I= 1/2(Q(v,) + Q(v~)). Since : is an extreme point of Q(U) we 
obtain z’, . z L E V which implies z:, = r L = I’ as 2) is an extreme point of V. 
Hence I’ is an extreme point of U. 
Proof‘ 01 Theorem ( 1 1 ). The set K = Q(U) is a finite-dimensional com- 
pact convex set by Remark (6). If K is a polyhedron then P,w is lsc by 
Theorem (3). Lemma (7) (i), and Remark (2). 
Let P,, be lsc at some .Y E P, ‘(0) of norm one. By Caratheodory’s 
theorem, Q(.Y) is a (finite) convex combination of extreme points of K. 
Thus. in view of Lemma (12). there is a point u E Q ‘(Q(X)) which is a 
convex combination of extreme points of I/. It is easy to see that in both 
cases (i) and (ii), U is (QP) at any such a point U. Hence K is (QP) at Q(X) 
and P,,, is pointwise Lipschitz lsc at .Y by Theorem (3) and Lemma (7). 
Suppose now that K is not a polyhedron. Let y be a cluster point of 
extreme points of K and let .Y E Q ‘(,I,) n U be arbitrary. Then K is not 
(QP) at ~9, II.Y/~ = ~IJ’I~ = 1, and OE P,(s), whence P,, is not lsc at x by the 
arguments mentioned above. To finish the proof it is enough to use 
Remark (2). 
( 13) COROLLARY. Let M he N II’* - closed linear subspace c~f I, ( f) qf’ 
finite codirnension. Then P, is pointwise Lipschitz 1.~. 
Proof: Denote X= I,(r). Let Q and lo’ be as in (11). It is enough to 
show that K = Q(U) is a polyhedron (Theorem (11)). Let J’ be an extreme 
point of K. By Lemma (12) J = Q( + CJ~) for some index 7, where (e,.),,, I- is 
the canonical basis of A’. Since the only Lc*-cluster point of any infinite sub- 
set of the canonical basis of X is 0 and Q is continuous from the w*- 
topology (M is of finite codimension and ns*-closed in X), we obtain that 
11 Q(P;) /I > l//2 for a finite number of indices ;’ at most. Thus the set of 
extreme points of K is finite. 
In [6] an example of a CebySev subspace of I, of codimension two with 
discontinuous metric projection is given. Theorem (3) together with 
Lemma (7) enable us to construct without tedious computation an example 
of a CebySev subspace A4 of I, of codimension two such that P, is discon- 
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tinuous at infinitely many points of P,, ‘(0) of norm one. Moreover, we can 
construct the following 
(14) EXAMPLE. Let f be a set of the cardinality of continuum. Then 
there exists a CebySev subspace M of l,(f) of codimension two such that 
P, is discontinuous at any point outside M. 
Construction. We can put r= [0, n). Let (e,.) ~ t r be the canonical basis 
of X= l,(r). To define a continuous linear mapping Q: ,I’+ R’ it suffices to 
set Q(e,,) = (cos 7, sin y), ;’ E f. It follows from Remark (6) that 
M= Q ‘(0) is a CebySev subspace. It is easy to check that the unit ball of 
X is (QP) at any point + e;. (1, E f). Obviously, these points are the only 
points in P,;‘(O) of norm one. Since the circle in R’ is not (QP) at any 
point of its boundary, P,b, is discontinuous at any point outside M by 
Theorem (3), Lemma (7) (ii), and Remark (2). 
However. in the case X= I, such an example is impossible since we have 
the following 
( 15) PROPOSITION. Let M he a pro.uiminal linear subspace of’ 1, 4oj’,finite 
codimension. Then P, is (pointwise Lipschit:) lsc at any point of a certain 
set w,hich is open and dense in I, . 
Proof: We abbreviate X = I,. Let n be the dimension of X/M, Q and U 
be as in (11). The set K= Q(U) is closed by (6). We denote by dK the 
boundary of K. Let G be the set of the points J E c?K such that there exists a 
hyperplane H supporting K at J’ such that J’ is an interior point of H n K 
with respect to H. Obviously G is open in dK. We shall prove that G is 
dense in i7K. Let y E ((?K)\G be arbitrary. We choose a hyperplane H sup- 
porting K at y. Since .Y is a boundary point of at most (n - 1 )-dimensional 
compact convex set H n K, J is a convex combination of at mo:st n - 1 
extreme points of K by the theorem of Caratheodory [ 16, p. lo]. However, 
the linear span of less than n points meets r?K in a set nowhere denslc in dK. 
By Lemma (12) the set of extreme points of K is countable at moslt, hence 
the set (l?K)\G is of the first category in ?K and thus it is nowhere dense in 
?K. It is clear that K is (QP) at any point of G and that any point of the set 
Q ‘(C)n U belongs to P,,‘(O) because G c (7K. Define E= {$:: 7 E G, 
R>O). By Theorem (3), Lemma (7) (i), and Remark (2) P, is pointwise 
Lipschitz lsc at any point of the set Q ‘(E); this set is open and dense in X 
since E is open and dense in X/M. 
( 16) Remark. Let M be a CebySev linear subspace of a normed linear 
space X of codimension two. Then P, is pointwise Lipschitz continuous at 
any point -YE P,,,,‘(O) of norm one which is not an extreme point of U (we 
use the notation as in Theorem (3)). Indeed, if x is such a point, then Q(.Y) 
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is not an extreme point of a two-dimensional set Q( CT) by Remark (6). thus 
Q(L:) is (QP) at Q(.Y) and we can apply Theorem (3) and Lemma (7) (i). 
Particulary. if ,I4 is a CebySev linear subspacc of 1, of codimension two 
then the set of points XE P,,‘(O) of norm one such that P,, is discon- 
tinuous at .Y is countable at most. However, there is a CebyScv linear sub- 
space of I, of codimension three for which an analogous assertion fails. 
For example. let M be a subspace of I, defined by M= Q ‘(0). where 
Q: I, + R3 is the linear continuous mapping defined on the elements of the 
canonical basis (r,,) of I, by 
QCC, I= ( I, 0, 0). 




Q(fJ,,) = cos -. sin -. 0 for II = 3. 4,.... 
I? I1 ! 
Let c’ denote the closed unit ball of I, and K= Q( C.). It is not difficult to 
prove (by the use of support hyperplanes of K) that any point of the boun- 
dary of K has exactly one pre-image point in CT. Thus. by Remark (6), M is 
a CebySev subspace of I,. Further, it is elementary to check that 5 is (QP) 
at any point which is a finite combination of elements of the basis (P,,) and 
that K is not (QP) at any point of the segment ((t. 0, I --t): r~(0, I] 1. 
Hence P,, is discontinuous at any point of the segment (te, + (1 ~ I) e2: 
tE (0, l] ). by Theorem (3) and Lemma (7) (ii) (observe that this segment 
lies in P,&,‘(O) since its image is contained in the boundary of Q(U)). 
Finally. we present a specification of Theorem (I 1) in the case that M is 
a n,*-closed subspace of I, of codimension two to show that the analogy to 
Corollary (13) fails in this case. 
(17) EXAMPLE. Let (a,,). (h,,) be absolutely summable sequences of real 
numbers and M be the subspace of I, consisting of all bounded sequences 
(r,,) such that C,,N,,.Y,, = 0 and x,,h,,.~,, = 0. Then P 1, is Isc if and only if the 
set ((u,,. /I,,) 1 c R’ does not contain an infinite subset of pairwise indepen- 
dent vectors. 
To show this let Q: I, ---) R’ be the mapping defined by 
Q(.u) = (C,I~,,s,,. C,Ih,,.~,,) for any .Y = (.u,,) E I,. In the case that the 
codimension of M in /, is one the assertion follows easily: hence suppose 
that Q is a surjection. If R’ is given the norm with the unit ball Q(U). 
where U is the closed unit ball of I, . then Q can be identified with the 
quotient map associated with M. Of course. M is proximinal and Q(U) is 
closed. Any linear functional /‘on R’ can be identified with a pair of real 
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numbers (x3 0) so that.f(Q(x)) = CI ,, G-Y,, + B IX,, b,,.~,, = C,, (au,, + lb,,) .Y,> 
for all X= (x,,)E~, ThusJattains its supremum on Q(U) at Q(x) if and 
only if x,, = sign (xa,, + flh,,) for any n such that xa,, + fib,, # 0. 
Suppose at first that the set {(u,,, h,,)} does not contain an infinite subset 
of pairwise independent vectors. Then there exists a finite set Fc ,R’ such 
that for any (SI, /?)E R’ there is (a,,, /?())E F with sign (a,~, + /j’,,h,,) = 
sign (%a,, + ph,,) for any n. Hence for arbitrary J E Q(U) a functional attain- 
ing its supremum on Q(U) at y can be found in the finite set F, thus Q( 0’) 
is a polyhedron and P, is lsc by Theorem ( 11). 
Suppose now that there is an infinite subset of {(a,!, h,,)) consi:sting of 
pairwise independent vectors. Then there exists an infinite set Fc R’ such 
that ;(a, + /i’h,, #O for any II and any (c(, /I)E F, and whenever (z(,, [I,) 
(i= 1, 2) are two different elements of F then sign (I,u,, + IS, h,,) # 
sign (~~a,, + fl?h,) for at least an index n (consider the angles between the 
vectors (a,,, /I,,) and vectors (x, 8) E R’). Suppose that the linear functionals 
on R2 which are given by two different elements (x,, /I,) (i= 1, 2) of F 
attain their supremum on Q(U) at the same point ~1. Then for any point 
.xEQ~~‘(J~)~U we have x ,,=sign (~,~,~+fl,h,,) for any n and i= I, 2, 
which contradicts the definition of F. Since any linear functional on R’ 
attains its supremum on Q(U) at an extreme point of Q(U) we obtain that 
the set of extreme points of Q(U) is infinite so that P, is not Isc by 
Theorem ( 11). 
APPLICATIONS IN FUNCTION SPACES 
In the last part of the paper we show certain applications of the main 
theorem and Lemma (7) (i) in function spaces. We present some notes con- 
cerning discontinuous metric projections in function spaces at first. 
There is a CebySev subspace M of codimension two in C[O, l] with P,,, 
discontinuous [ 14, Lemma 7.4 on p. 89 and Remark on p. 871, thus P,,, 
fails to be Isc. 
Consider now a subspace M of C[O, I] of the special form 
IV= C~‘EC[O. l]:f(s,)=f‘(.~~)=Oi for some .s,,s~ E [0, 11. Then M is 
proximinal by Remark (6) since the quotient map Q can be identified with 
the mapping Q: CCO, 11 + R2, Q(f) = (.f(s, ), .f’(sz)) for .f~ C[O, 11. 
Moreover, P,, is lsc for any such subspace M (this follows, for instance, 
from Proposition (19) below because the space C[O, I ] has the property 
(21)). Example (18) (i) shows that the situation becomes more complicated 
if we consider the metric projection of a linear su/~ypacc X of the space of 
continuous real valued functions on a compact space S onto a proximinal 
subspace M of X of the form M= (,f‘~X:J’(.~,)=.f’(.~~)=0) for some s,, 
s2 E S (it is not known to the author whether such an example as in ( 18) (i) 
is possible for S = [0, 1 I). 
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Further, it follows, for instance. from the characterization of the so- 
called (P)-spaces [S] that the space R’ with the norm 
ii (.u,. .x~, .Y~) ,I = (.vf + IS)’ ’ + / .y7 / contains a linear subspace M such that 
P,, is not Isc. An interesting three-dimensional example such that P,, is not 
lsc for a one-dimensional subspace M (but P ,, has a linear selection) is 
presented in [lo]. In Example (1X) (ii) we shall use Corollary (4) to show 
that the metric projection of the space of polynomials of degree two or less 
with the supremum norm on [O. l] onto the subspace generated by .x’ fails 
to be IX 
( 18) EXAMPLES. (i) There exists a metrizable compact space S, a closed 
linear subspace X of C(S), and two points .s,, ,Y? ES such that the set 
M= jf‘EX:f‘(S,)=,f’(.s~)=O~ is a CebySev subspace of X with discon- 
tinuous metric projection, 
For example, take X= I, and let M c X be a linear CebySev subspace of 
codimension two with discontinuous metric projection (e.g., [6]). Then J’ 
can be identified with a closed linear subspace of C(S). where 5’ is the 
closed unit ball of X* with the vi%*-topology. The topological space S is 
metrizable since X is separable. 
(ii) Let X be the subspace of C[O.l ] consisting of all polynomials of 
degree at most two. Then the metric projection of X onto the one-dimen- 
sional space M generated by the polynomial r7 fails to be Isc. 
We identify any polynomial U.Y’ + b.u + (’ with the vector (u, h. c). Let 
Q: X+ R’ be defined Q((u, h, c)) = (h. c). Taking an equivalent norm on 
R’ we can assume that Q is the quotient map X-, X/M. Let I/ be the 
closed unit ball of X. We show that Q is not relatively open on U at 
,I’= (0,O. 1). Let V be a neighbourhood of ,/’ in lo’ such that u > -1 for any 
(u. h, (,) E I/. We claim that Q(V) is not a neighbourhood of Q(f’) in Q(U). 
ForanyrE(O.l)definefiEUbyj;=(-(r+1)’,2r(r+l), I-r’).Clearly, 
Q(f;) converges to Qu) for r converging to 0 (r > 0). Let I’ f (0, 1) and sup- 
pose that there is a R= (u, h. C)E V with Q(g) = Q(f;). Since gg C, we have 
g(l)< I which gives ad --r(r+2). Take .Y= -u ‘r(r+ I). Then .YE(O, 1) 
and the assumption u > -1 implies g(s) > I, a contradiction. Thus Q is not 
relatively open on U so that P,\, is not lsc by Corollary (4). 
We note that in the preceding example the subspace M can be defined, 
for instance. by M = (,f‘ E X:f(O) = 0, 4f’( l/2) -,f‘( 1) = 0 ). The following 
Proposition presents a sufficient condition for the lower semicontinuity of 
P,%, in similar cases. 
( 19 ) PROPOSITION. Let S he u .sc’t. S,, = 1 s, ) ; , u .suh.wt of S cnnsisting 
c?f’ n distinct points, und X hc~ m lineur suh.spucc~ of the linear spuce of red 
Let A = (a,,,) (1 6 i < m, 1 <,j 6 n) hc a real mutrix und 
M= .fE‘r 2 
i 
u ,,,. f(s,) = 0 .for unj’ 1 d i d m 
i /=I 
Suppose that the follo\ving condition is .satisfied: 
.for an)’ sequence (C,) lj,ith 1 c, 1 = 1, 1 < ,j < n, there is ,f E X 
w-ith il,f’l~ < I such that 
i a,,,.f(.r,)= i u,,,t:, ,fiw any 1 < i < m. (20 
/=I i- 1 
Then M is proximinul und the metric projection P ,+, ?f’X onto M is pointtvise 
Lipschit= 1.~. 
Particular?, let X huue the propert? 
for any sequence (c,) v,ith / I:, 1 = 1, 1 <,j < n, there is ,f‘ E X 
ltlith ,f’(s,) = c, ,for an>’ 1 <,j < n. (21) 
Then M is proximinal and P, is pointktxise Lipschit: lx ,for any matrix A. 
Proc$ Let Q, : X+ R” be defined by Q,(J) = (/‘(,F, ),...,, f’(s,,)) for f E X, 
QA: R” -+ R”’ be defined by Q(,Y) = A.u7 for .YE R”, and let Q be the com- 
posed map Q = QA. Q, . Denote U the closed unit ball of X and U, the 
closed unit ball of /,,,(S,). Of course, the set K = QA( U,) is a polyhedron. It 
follows from the hypotheses that Q,(U) c U,, hence Q(U) c K. Let E,, be 
the set of extreme points of U,. Since U,, is the convex hull of E,, K is the 
convex hull of QA(Eo). However, the condition (20) means that 
Q,(&)c Q(U). Thus Q(U) = K so that M is proximinal by Remark (6) 
and P, is pointwise Lipschitz Isc by Theorem (3) Lemma (7) (i), and 
Remark (2). 
(22) PROPOSITION. Let S, S,,, und X he LI.Y in Proposition (19). Let 
.4 = (a,,,) (1 <i 6 m, 1 <j< n) he u real matrix .ruch that C;=, I a,,,1 = 1 Jar 
an>- 1 < i < m, and suppose jbr an!% 1 < ,j < n there is exactly one inde.u i with 
a,,) # 0. Let MC X he d@ncd us in Proposition (19). Then the condition (20) 
is equiwient to the ,follo,c~ing one: 
fiw uny sequence (c,) \r,ith I c, I = 1. 1 < i < m, there is f E X 
such thut x:;‘= , a ,,,, f’(.v,) = C, ,fbr any 1 < i < m. (23) 
Suppo.re ,firther that the condition (23) holds. Let ,f’ E fiM he arbitrary. 
Denote h, = x; , N ,,,, f(s,) fiw 1 <i<m, h=sup {I/I/: 1 <i<m}, and 
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Proof. The implication (20) * (23) follows immediately from the 
assumptions on the matrix A. Let Q,. Q,,, , Q. (I, and iJ0 be as in the proof 
of Proposition(19) and let K= [J,ER”‘: IJ,/< I for any I didm}. We 
have Q(l:) c K since Q,( 6)~ CT,, and Q,,,(U,,)c K. The condition (23) 
means that for any extreme point E of K there is a,f E U with Qv) = I-:. Thus 
Q(U)=K. P r’ 1 1 a tlcu ar y, Q,,( U,,) c Q( G’) so that the condition (20) is 
fulfilled. The rest of the assertion follows from Remark (2), Lemma (7) (i). 
and the proof of Theorem (3) since the set K is (QP) at any point of its 
boundarywith6=inf(l-l?,,I:l~i~n7, i~‘,J#li (weputinf@=2). 
(24) EXAMPLES. Let S be a compact Hausdorff space, S, = {s,};= , a 
subset of S. and X a linear subspace of C(S). If not stated otherwise, the 
norm given on X is the usual suprcmum norm li.flI = sup (I,f(s) 1: s E Si, 
,f’E x. 
(i) X= C(S) satisfies condition (21). 
(ii) Let S= [0, 11 and suppose ,s, <.s2< ... <s,,. Let k30 be an 
integer and let C (k’ denote the space of all real valued functions on S with 
continuous derivatives of order k or less on S. Suppose that X contains any 
function f’ E C’“’ such that ,t’ is a polynomial of degree 2k + 1 or less on any 
subinterval of S disjoint with S,,. Then X satisfies condition (21). 
(iii) Suppose X satisfies condition (21) with certain norm I/ // 0 and let 
p: X + R be an arbitrary pseudonorm. Then there exists a 6 > 0 such that X 
satisfies condition (21 ) with the norm Il.f’ll , = sup { lI.fllo, G~(f)},f 6 X. This 
is clear since we can take 6 6 (sup { p(f‘):j’~ F}) ‘, where Fc X is a finite 
set. 
Thus. for example. let A’ be as in (24) (ii) and Xc C’k’. We denote 
x = inf (s, , , - .Y, : I 6 i < n ). Then X satisfies condition (21) with the norm 
ll.f‘ll I = SUP i Il.f’ll! 1,/3all,f” II i for k= 1 (VEX), 
while for li = 2 we can take the norm 
l~f’l12=SUp (llf’j, 1/44jf“il. 1/12~‘i[f”‘I~ ), .f’EX 
for example. 
(iv) Let S= [0, 11. S,,= (0, 1,‘2, 1 ), k> 1 be an integer and let X be 
the space of all polynomials of degree k or less. Then it is easy to show that 
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A’ satisfies condition (21) if and only if k 3 3. Suppose further that k = 2. 
Let A = (a,,,) (i = 1, 2; ,j = 1, 2, 3) be a real matrix of rank two and 
M= (.fEX: a~.l.f(0)+u,,zf( l/2) +m,.J(l )=0 for i= I. 2). 
Suppose that a:,, + ui,, # 0 for.j = 1,2, 3. For a fixed subspace A4 dehned in 
this way we can suppose a,., = 0 without loss of generality. Then it is easy 
to show that the condition (20) is satisfied if and only if u,,~ ==0 and 
sign (a,,,) = sign (u,,~). We recall that in view of Example (18) (ii), P,, fails 
to be lsc for a certain matrix A. 
Finally, we note that Propositions (19) and (22) can be generalized by 
taking an arbitrary real normed linear space X and CI finite subset S,, of the 
closed unit ball of A’*. 
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